
2014 SARASOTA BALL 

 
HOOPERS JIG  8x32 Jig                    MMM II 

1-4 All clap, 1s cross passing right shoulders and cast off one place, 2s stepping up.  

5-8 1s & 3s dance RH Across once round 

9-12 All clap, 1s cross passing right shoulders and cast up one place, 2s stepping down. 

13-16 1s & 2s dance LH Across 

17-18 1M & 3L change places by RH 

19-20 1L & 3M change places by RH 

21-22 1M & 3L change back by RH 

23-24 3M & 1L change back by LH, 3M leading 1L into second position as 1M casts into 

second position and 2s step up 

25-32 2s & 1s dance Rights and Lefts 

  

BLOOMS OF BON ACCORD 4x32 Reel       Deeside Book 2 

3s & 4s cross to opposite sides on second chord 

1-8 Top two couples, bottom two couples join hands and set. Top two couples, bottom 

two couples dance RH Across once round then end couples cast into middle positions 

as middle couples step to nearest end 

9-12 1s and 4s cross by RH and cast around end couples to take promenade hold, 1s 

between 2s facing down, 4s between 3s facing up 

13-16 1s and 4s dance around other couple passing by the right to finish, 1s on men's side 

facing up, 4s on ladies side facing down 

17-24 Reels of Three on the sidelines, begin passing right shoulders. 4s finish in the middle 

in second position facing down, 1s finish in middle in third position facing up. 

25-28 4s & 1s dance RH Across once round, 1s turning toward partners, finish facing nearest 

end. 

29-32 4s lead up, crossing between 2s to cast into second position proper sides as 1s lead 

down crossing between 3s to cast up into third position improper sides 

 

CITY OF BELFAST  3x32 Strathspey                                      Belfast Diamond Jubilee Book 

1-8 1s dance Figure of Eight Halfway down between 2s. 1s turn 2s one and one-quarter 

times, RH on the men's side, LH on the ladies' side,  1s finishing back to back 

between 2s facing opposite sides 

9-16 1s & 2s dance Reel of Four across the set, 2s finishing at the top, 1s passing left 

shoulders to face first corners 

17-24 1s set to first corner, set to second corner, pull back right shoulder to dance out to 

opposite sideline between own corners, 2s, 1s & 3s set on the sidelines and 1s cross 

back by RH to own sides 

25-32 1s & 3s dance Espagnole;  men and ladies change sides, ladies leading across by 

RH and cross to face back as men turn toward each other to face back, men now 

cross back by RH crossing to face ladies' side, 3s turn by RH, 1s by LH 

 

 



CASTLE OF MEY  8x32 Reel                                                  RSCDS Diamond Jubilee Book 

1-8 1s dance Inveran Reels with 2s & 3s, 1s beginning crossing down and out second 

position opposite sides and finish back in original places 

9-16 1s & 2s dance Double Figures of Eight, 1s begin by crossing down and 2s casting up 

17-24 1s lead down the middle and back up finishing in the center with BH joined, 2s 

stepping in to finish likewise 

25-32 1s & 2s dance Poussette to progress 

 

THE FALKIRK LASS 8x32 Strathspey    Merse Collection 

1-4 1s turn once round by RH and cast off one place, 2s stepping up 

5-8 1s cross by LH and cast around person to the left (2L or 3M) to finish in lines 

across the set, 1M between 2s facing down, 1L between 3s facing up 

9-12 Lines advance for one bar, retire for one bar and change places up and down by 

RH 

13-16 Lines again advance for one bar, retire for one bar. 2s and 3s now change places up 

and down by RH while 1s turn by RH to finish facing first corners 

17-24 1s dance Corner Pass and Turn with first corners, pass each other by right shoulder 

to face second corners, dance Corner Pass and Turn with second corners and pass 

right shoulders into second position own sides 

25-32 2s, 1s & 3s Circle Six Hands Round and Back 

 

RODNEY'S RANT  8x32 Jig                                                                                     A Dix 

1-8 1s set and cast off one place, 2s stepping up, dance down between 3s and cast up to 

second positions 

9-16 1s dance Diagonal Rights and Lefts, 1M crosses diagonally down by RH and up the 

sideline by LH then repeats while 1L crosses diagonally up by RH and down the 

sideline by LH then repeats, finishing  (3)1(2) 

17-24 2s, 1s & 3s Set and Link twice finishing  2(1)3 

25-32 Figures of Eight Halfway, 1L up between 2s, 1M down between 3s back to own sides. 

All turn partners once round by RH 

 

JEAN MARTIN OF ABERDEEN  3x32 S            3 Dances for 2006 

1-4 1s turn by RH and cast off one place, 2s stepping up 

5-8 All dance Six Hands Round  three-quarters to finish; ladies in a line at the top facing 

down, men in a line at the bottom facing up 

9-12 All set and change places with partner by RH 

13-16 All dance Six Hands Round to finish on own sides in order 3,1,2 then step in to take 

promenade hold facing up. 

17-24 All dance Allemande to finish in order 2,1,3 

25-28 1s & 3s (bottom two couples) dance Bourrel; 1M & 3L set advancing, turn three 

quarters with BH and finish back to back in center of set WHILE 3M and 1L  dance 

counter-clockwise around them to finish facing partners in a line up and down the set 

29-32 3s & 1s set to partners and turn with BH to finish on own sides in order 2,3,1 

 



IAN POWRIE'S FAREWELL TO AUCHTERADER  1x128 Jig                         B Hamilton 

Part A 

1-8 All Circle Eight Hands Round and Back 

9-16 Ladies dance in front of partner, behind next man and dance RH Across once round 

17-24 Ladies dance in front of man opposite their original partner, behind next man and 

dance RH Across to finish in original places taking promenade hold with partner 

25-32 All Promenade once round clockwise 

Part B 

1-4 Men leading, 1s and 3s dance behind couple to the left, ladies dance between the 

couple while men dance around the man to finish facing same sex person in lines of 

four across the set.  

5-8 All set and turn facing person once round with RH 

9-16 Reels of Four across the set 

17-24  1s and 3s dance Figure of Eight between facing couple 

25-28 1s & 3s dance LH Across in the center of the set 

29-32 1s and 3s retrace the track of bars 1-4 (lady dances between the couple) back to 

original places 

33-64 2s & 4s repeat bars 1-32 

Part C 

1-8 All Promenade once round counter-clockwise 

9-24 Men dance as in part A around ladies but dance LH Across in the center 

25-32 All Circle Eight Hands Round and Back beginning to the right 

 

REEL OF THE GORDON HIGHLANDERS 8x32 Reel                             Delft Book of SCD   

1-8 1s cross by RH and cast off one place, 2s stepping up. Figures of Eight Halfway, 1L 

up between 2s, 1M down between 3s to finish in second position own sides 1M facing 

up, 1L facing down 

9-16 Reels of Three on own sidelines, begin giving left shoulder to third corner and finish 

in a diagonal line between third corners with RH joined and LH with third corners,                                   

17-24 1s dance the Spoke; Balance in line for one bar with corners, move clockwise to take 

hands with second corners and Balance in Line. Repeat with first corners then fourth 

corners to finish in second position own sides 

25-32 2s, 1s & 3s Circle Six Hands Round and Back 

 

INTERMISSION 

 

CORN RIGS  8x32 Reel          Book 4 

1-8 1s cast off for four bars, turn inward and dance back up to places 

9-16 1s dance Figure of Eight down between 2s 

17-24 1s lead down the middle and back up to finish in the center with BH joined, 2s 

stepping in to do likewise 

25-32 1s & 2s dance Poussette to progress 

  

 



CHASING THE ECLIPSE  3x32 Strathspey  S Gallacher 

1-8 1s set, dance down below 3s, 2s stepping up, cast up to second position and pass 

left shoulders to finish facing first corners 

9-16 Reels of Three on the sidelines, 1s begin giving right shoulders to first corner and 

finish back to back in the center again facing first corners 

17-24 1s set to first corner, dance around partner passing right shoulders to face second 

corner. Set to second corner and dance around partner passing right shoulder into 

second position own sides facing out 

25-32 Promenade Chain Progression 

 25-26  2s and 3s turn partner three-quarter way by RH while 1s dance clockwise 

             one-quarter way around the set to finish in a line down the middle, men                              

             facing down, ladies facing up 

 27-30  2M & 3L turn by LH one and one-half times to change places while 1M & 

             2L take promenade hold, 3M & 1L take reverse promenade hold and both  

             Couples dance clockwise halfway round the set, again finishing in a line    

             down the middle, ladies now facing down and men facing up 

 31-32   3s and 2s turn partner three-quarter way by RH to own sides in top and  

              bottom places while 1s dance clockwise one-quarter way into second 

              position own sides, in order  312 

 

THE NURSERYMAN  8x32 Jig        Book 37 

1-8 1s set and dance down crossing by RH between 2s, who step up, cast behind and 

around 3s to dance up finishing in second place in the middle facing opposite sides 

9-10 Joining hands ala double triangles, 2s, 1s & 3s set 

11-12 1s dance out and turn right about as 2s & 3s dance in and turn right about, “inverting” 

the triangle 

13-14 Again joining hands, all set 

15-16 2s, 1s & 3s invert the triangles again to finish as in bar 8 but do not take hands 

17-20 1s and own corners dance RH Across once round and finish with 1s passing right 

shoulders to face own sides 

21-24 1s dance LH Across on own sides to finish in lines across, 1L between 2s facing 

down, 1M between 3s facing up 

25-28 Lines Advance for 2 bars and Retire for 2 bars 

29-32 1s turn by RH one and one-quarter times to finish in second position own sides 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CATCH THE WIND 8x32 Reel                                                 Book 45 

1-4 1s set and cast off one place, 2s stepping up 

5-8 1s dance Half Figure of Eight up between 2s 

9-12 1s set twice, 1L faces out on second bar 

13-16 1L, followed by 1M, casts up around 2M and leads down the middle finishing in the 

center, 1L facing 3M, 1M facing 2M 

17-24 Reels of Three across the dance, begin giving right shoulder to person facing . 1s 

finish in the center facing down the set 

25-28 1L, followed by 1M, casts up around 3M and crosses the set, 1s finishing in second 

place own sides 

29-32 1s turn by RH once round 

 

JIMMY’S FANCY  8x32 Strathspey         Book 14 

1-8 1s & 2s dance RH Across and LH Back in six bars and 1s cast off into second place 

and 2s step up on bars 7-8 

9-16 1s dance Three Hands Round, 1L & 2s and 1M & 3s, 1s finishing facing first corners 

17-24  1s Set and Turn first corners then second corners 

25-32 1s lead down (LH) crossing below 3s, cast up and into the middle, lead up between 2s 

and cast into second position on own sides.  

MRS. STEWART’S JIG  8x32 Jig        Book 35 

1-8 1s set, 1L followed by 1M casts off two places, crosses below 3s and casts up to 

second place facing down. 1M, however, dances up the middle to second place facing 

down. 2s step up on final two bars. 

9-16 2s, 1s & 3s dance Grand Chain, 2M and 1M facing out at finish 

17-24 2s & 1s dance a Ladies’ Chain 

25-32 2s, 1s & 3s Advance and Retire. 1s turn by RH one and one-half times to own sides 

A SUMMER SOCIAL  8x32 Jig                                                                      C Ronald 12 SCDs 

1-8 1s cross by RH and cast off one place, 2s stepping up. 1s turn 2s on the sidelines, LH 

on the men's side, RH on the ladies'.  1s finish in the middle, 1L behind 1M, both 

facing up 

9-16 1s dance Alternating Tandem Reel of Three with 2s across the set, begin giving right 

shoulder to 2L 

17-24 1s dance Alternating Tandem Reel of Three with 3s across the set, begin giving left 

shoulder to 3L. 1s finish side by side in the middle both facing down. 

25-32 1s turn 3s once round, RH on the men's side, LH on the ladies'. When 1s meet they 

turn by RH one and one-half times into second position own sides. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE ROSE OF THE NORTH  8x32 Strathspey    Leeds Silver Jubilee Book 

1-4 1s lead down the middle, crossing over below 3s and cast up to second position 

opposite sides, 2s stepping up on bars 3-4 

5-16 Rights and Lefts for Three Couples, begin crossing by RH. 1s finish back to back 

facing first corners 

17-24 1s Set To and Turn first corners with BH then Set To and Turn second corners with BH 

to finish back to back in the center, 1M facing up and 1L facing down 

25-28 1s dance Three Hands Round, 1M with 2s, 1L with 3s, twiddle around at the finish to 

face each other up and down the set 

29-32 1s set to each other then petronella turn into second position own sides. 

 

SHIFTIN' BOBBINS  8x32 Reel        Collins 

1-4 1s cross by RH while dancing down, 2s stepping up. Taking hands with corners, 2s,1s 

& 3s set. 

5-8 1s dance out opposite sides, cast up and dance down the middle into second position 

9-12 Three Hands Across, RH on the men's side, LH on the ladies' side 

13-16 1s, followed by 2s and 3s dance down the middle 

17-20 2s, 3s and 1s dance back up the middle, 3s then 2s casting at the top back to places, 1s 

staying in the center in second position 

21-24 Three Hands Across, LH on the men's side, RH on the ladies' side 

25-28 1s dance up to the top and cast off into second position opposite sides 

29-32 1s dance Figure of Eight Halfway up between 2s to finish in second position own sides 

 

EXTRAS 

 

GOOD HEARTED GLASGOW  8x32 Jig       Collins 

1-4 1s turn once round by RH and cast off one place, 2s stepping up 

5-8 1s turn by LH one and one-quarter times ready for … 

9-12 RH Across, 1L with 2s, 1M with 3s, all finishing on the sidelines 

13-16 LH Across, 1M with 2s, 1L with 3s, again all finishing on the sidelines 

17-24 1s lead down the middle and back up to second position 

25-32 2s, 1s & 3s Circle Six Hands Round and Back 

 

THE DE'IL AMANG THE TAILORS  8x32 Reel      Book 14 

1-2 Joining hands on the sidelines, 1s & 2s set to partners 

3-4 1s & 2s dance RH Across Halfway 

5-8 2s & 1s repeat bars 1-4 but finish with LH Across 

9-16 1s lead down the middle and back up, 1s finishing in the center facing up with 

promenade hold, 2s stepping in behind them, likewise with promenade hold 

17-24 1s & 2s dance Allemande 

25-32 2s, 1s & 3s Circle Six Hands Round and Back 

  

 


